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Hello everybody,

my name is Gabriel Luis, i´m translator, climber and pirate party member since

yesterday and potential patentee, since I have filed my patent (confirmation .pdf from

the european patent office can be uploaded upon request) by myself for less then

3 000 euros. Well, some of you will think, this may be a crappy patent, but one thing

is for sure: after doing this I have avoided that somebody tries to patent the same

invention (oder der gleiche Erfindungsgegenstand). Whether I do really get the patent

granted is a larger procedure (since there is quite a big difference between a patent

application and a granted patent specification) and is something that only in the

development of the interaction with the EPO, which can be made over internet, shall

be cleared.

I have thrown a view to the paper of Mr. Pothelsberghe and seen nothing new

compared with the content of his paper "The economics of the European Patent

System”. So I have decided to help to put up some light in this issue from my point of

view, since, as European and specialized translator, I feel few concepts are missed in

his argumentation, guiding the debate in the wrong direction.

Let´s start from his assertion

“Conversely, the greater the cost of acquiring a patent – especially where the bill

is bloated by duplicate administrative fees and translation charges which add no

value to the patent – the less attractive the system becomes, especially for SMEs”.

Key concepts in this argumentation seem to be:

1. -cost

2. -acquiring

3. -patent-bill

4. -administrative fees

5.  -translation charges/no added value by translation

6. -less atractiveness for SMEs.
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1 Costs of patenting.

This costs can be divided into administrative, representation and validation costs. To

understand this, you have to take into account that an european patent is preliminary

document, providing 9 months of preliminary protection after been granted as

European Specification to the patentee. To get full protection according to the

national laws, the patent has to be translated into the official languages of those

countries which have not signed the London Agreement. Check the list of the

contracting countries and the status of the agreement under:

http://www.epo.org/topics/issues/london-agreement/implementing.html

http://www.epo.org/patents/law/legal-texts/london-agreement/status.html

1.1 Administrative fees

Let´s talk now about administrative costs at the EPO. Check please this link first in

order to get an overview of the filing fees at the European Patent Office:

http://www.epoline.org

You´ll think: wow that’s unaffordable! Be careful. Take into account that the EPO is

one of the few international Patent Institutions that has implemented a full-online-

procedure in order to file patents and, as long you are empowered by your company

to do so, and to allow you to represent your company in the patenting process. This

amount of technical infrastructure (smart card reader, smart card, online account...) is

for FREE, needs people behind to run it, and to provide advice and so on.

1.1.1 Determining novelty

The EPO also acts internationally since the middle 80´s as ISA, i.e., International

Search Authority. This Authoritys are in charge of determining whether a patent

application is new, since novelty is one of the four criteria to be fullfilled by an

invention in order to be patentable. The other three criteria are:

http://www.epo.org/topics/issues/london-agreement/implementing.html
http://www.epo.org/patents/law/legal-texts/london-agreement/status.html
http://www.epoline.org/portal/public/!ut/p/kcxml/04_Sj9SPykssy0xPLMnMz0vM0Y_QjzKLN4i3dAHJgFjGpvqRqCKOcAFvfV-P_NxU_QD9gtzQiHJHRUUA43OWZA!!/delta/base64xml/L3dJdyEvUUd3QndNQSEvNElVRS82XzBfOUk
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- Inventiveness

- Commercial application

- Technicality (this is mainly in Europe so (Technizität) since in the US and

according to the wording of the Supreme Courts "every thing made by man

under the sun is patentable".

So let´s talk now about novelty, costs and the USA. Novelty is, as already pointed

out, a key feature of an application to be patentable. How can the EPA or other

patent office determine what is new?  The legal definition of new, according to the

PCT (Patent Cooperation Treaty) and the UKs Patent Act asserts that:

2.-(1) An invention shall be taken to be new if it does not form part of the state of the art.

, whereas the state of the art is

(2) The state of the art in the case of an invention shall be taken to comprise all matter (whether a

product, a process, information about either, or anything else) which has at any time before the

priority date of that invention been made available to the public (whether in the United Kingdom or

elsewhere) by written or oral description, by use or in any other way.

(Both articles taken from the UKs Patent Act, which is in my opinion a good model europewide and is

worded like in the PCT…)

When talking about law, definitions are very important. On the other hand, legal

definitions have first to be known and, as a Spanish aforism says:

"Quien hace la ley, hace la trampa” (those making the law, make also the tricks)

The trick-makers will deserve more attention in a different chapter of this paper. So as the

definitions above present, novelty is a key issue of the patent system but is also a quite

difficult issue to determine on a worldwide basis. Therefore you need an office where the

expression of your inventiveness on paper (or PDF/XML) is filed and documented. This

expression of inventiveness is called the priority document, i.e. the document that fixes WHO
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WHEN and WHERE a patent application has been filed in order to claim its priority, as

following picture shows:

              (method for retrieving, structuring and delivering information)

Those needing a translation of this confirmation of receipt into Spanish should

contact me. Those needing a translation into English should do the same.

This step of filing an application costs € 200 . To my best knowledge this is possible

only in Europe on a 100% safe and transparent basis (the system in Japan is pretty
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unknown for non Japanese speaking people or minor cashed), as long you know the

was the system works.

But what happens in the rest of the world? What about world patent champions USA

and Japan?

In order to clear this and to provide more legal security for inventors worldwide, there

is an international frame for patent applications filed outside Europe, the so called

Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). This is specially necessary in the case of foreign

applicants who want to protect their invention in the USA, since only a foreign

application filed under the PCT can be applied in the US, if the priority document has

been filed outside the USA. This practice goes back to the XIX century and has had

different consequences over history (check “In Re Kawai”), so I will discuss them

later.  For this reason a pure European application makes no sense on a worldwide

basis as long as you don’t choose the Euro-PCT route, i.e., filing a worldwide patent

over the EPO as ISA (International Search Authority) and designating the USA as

contracting country where your priority application shall be enforced.  For Japan,

China, India and the other 138 contracting countries of the PCT applies the same

rule. The picture below tries to describe the world patent frame on a very simplified

basis:

So in the case of the EPO,  we have an institution, where you can file online a legal

document, which is valid, public and enforceable worldwide. Pretty cool institution

right? Public is also a key concept in the whole system - the Latin word "patent"

meaning “revealed” or “opened”.
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So in order to determine what has been maybe public, open information access play

a key role and therefore the translation question is central in order to determine the

way something has been made accessible to other, since, if your mother tongue is no

English, German or French, should it be mandatory to write and file your application

in one of those languages?

From Van Pottelbergue´s strictly economic point of view it may be, but from my point

of view as born-in-germany-grew-up-in-spain-and-fucked-up-with-the-crisis-in-Austria

person, it seems that strictly economic reasons are not enough to cope or solve the

problem, furthermore they seem to be the root of much of the problems we are

confronted with…I have pasted below one picture of a facsimile of a nazi-patent,

claiming a patent for the burning ovens...

I was born in Germany and I love this country, but some forces there are at the very

root of the problems of the European Patent System and reducing access to

information will not help to fight them back...
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This other document shows a nazi-patent for the gas chambers, both companies

continued filing and obtaining patents after the holocaust, with other names and other

faces:
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LET ME TAKE YOU TO NEW CORNERS OF THE PATENT SYSTEM.

LET´S IMPROVE THE EUROPEAN PATENT SYSTEM.

LET´S  IMPROVE THE SYSTEM TOGETHER.


